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WWF Creative Brief
Background: WWF is building a future in which humans live in harmony with nature. WWF strives to safeguard the
natural world, helping people live more sustainability and take action against climate change. Through using info
graphics to help educate the public in the rise of jellyfish blooms will help people understand about jellyfish as well
as help people know what they can do to change this problem.
Target Audience: Primary target audience is coastal urbanized areas to educate the population about global
warming, overfishing and the links to jellyfish expansion. Secondary audience is college student and “green” use
faculty on campus to help spread the word of the issue. Lastly, a non-primary but focused audience is, general
public with geographical knowledge and those interested in the earths health.
Problem: Jellyfish blooms have taken over many popular areas that are used for both fishing and tourism. The
increases in population have been destroying fisheries, and effecting fishermen’s catches. Jellyfish has caused
hundreds of millions of dollars of damage. The blooms are causing problems in tourism because the high ting risks
due to jellyfish presence in the area.
Solution: Infographics are a great way to educate the public. Its gives the reader both knowledge the need to
protect themselves, as well as illustrations to keep interest in ready and connect the readings with visuals. An
infographics poster will educate public about the links in climate change, overfishing, and plankton growth with the
expanding population in jellyfish. The infographics will be placed in areas of zoos, aquariums, high school biology
departments, and College level biology departments.
Media: Print, 11x17 poster, series of 3
Tone: Flat, easy to read, easy to understand
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Infographics Process
Facts
Of The
Jellyfish
The box jellyfish
is the most deadly of them all

What is a bloom?
A huge collection of jellyfish
in one given area. Blooms
occur by heightened nutrition
or lack of predators. Seasonal
blooms occur often, while
threatening blooms in the
Black Sea, Gulf of Mexico,
Yellow Sea, and Seas of Japan
are rare. These extreme
blooms threaten the local
wildlife and humans.

Largest

known species of jellyfish
Box jellyfish commonly in
Northern Australian and
Indo-Pacific region. The
venom of box jellyfish has
cardiotoxic, neurotoxic and
highly dermonecrotic
components. When injected,
it is rapidly absorbed into
the circulation system.

The lion's mane jellyfish,
is the largest jellyfish.
Size:
7 ft in diameter
140 ft tentacles
Areas of habitants:
Arctic
Northern Atlantic
Northern Pacific

1500
species of jellyfish

*For more information about the blooms in jellyfish population and ways you can help visit www.wwf.org
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Facts
Of The
Jellyfish
The box jellyfish
is the most deadly of them all

What is a bloom?
A huge collection of jellyfish
in one given area. Blooms
occur by heightened nutrition
or lack of predators. Seasonal
blooms occur often, while
threatning blooms in the
Black Sea, Gulf of Mexico,
Yellow Sea, and Seas of Japan
are rare. These extreme
blooms threaten the local
wildlife and humans.

Largest

known species of jellyfish
Box jellyfish commonly in
Northern Australian and
Indo-Pacific region. The
venom of box jellyfish has
cardiotoxic, neurotoxic and
highly dermatonecrotic
components. When injected,
it is rapidly absorbed into
the circulation.

The lion's mane jellyfish,
is the largest jellyfish.
Size:
7 Ft in diameter
140 Ft tentacles
Areas of habitants:
Arctic
Northern Atlantic
Northern Pacific

1500
species of jellyfish

*For more information about the blooms in jellyfish population, and ways you can help visit www.wwf.org
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